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Mathematical Modeling Suggests Cooperative
Interactions between a Disordered Polyvalent
Ligand and a Single Receptor Site
sponses, which often occur at the cellular level during
development [5, 6]. Several biochemical mechanisms
can produce ultrasensitivity, including zero-order kinet-
ics, second- and higher- order dependence on enzyme
concentration, stoichiometric inhibitors, positive feed-
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have been proposed for the case in which many distinct
ligands bind to a multimeric macromolecule in a cooper-
ative way. In the MWC model, the first ligand to bindSummary
induces a concerted change in the conformation of the
macromolecule to a state that has increased affinity forBackground: The CDK inhibitor Sic1 must be phosphor-
additional ligands. In the KNF model, only the subunitylated on at least six sites in order to allow its recognition
that binds the ligand is conformationally altered, andby the SCF ubiquitin ligase subunit Cdc4. However, be-
this causes a change in the interactions between thecause Cdc4 appears to have only a single phospho-
subunits such that subsequent ligand binding can haveepitope binding site, the apparent cooperative depen-
either higher or lower affinity [8].dence on the number of phosphorylation sites in Sic1
Cooperativity is often at play in protein-protein inter-cannot be accounted for by traditional thermodynamic
actions. For example, once seeded at appropriate mo-models of cooperativity.
nomer concentrations, assemblies of tubulin or actinResults: We develop a general kinetic model, which
have a strong tendency to polymerize [11]. The interac-predicts an unexpected multiplicative increase in affinity
tions of polyvalent ligands with protein multimers mayas a function of ligand sites. This effect, termed allova-
in principle show a cooperative dependence on the num-lency, derives from a high local concentration of interac-
ber of binding sites; this effect is termed avidity in thetion sites moving independently of each other. Modeling
context of antibody-antigen or virus-host interactionsof this interaction by a first exit time approach indicates
[1]. Cooperative interactions also occur in signalingthat the probability of ligand rebinding increases expo-
pathways. For example, the 14-3-3 protein interactsnentially with the number of sites. This type of interaction
with two distinct phospho-Ser sites on some of its li-is relatively immune to loss of any one site and may be
gands [12], whereas the phosphatase SHP2 uses itseasily tuned to any given threshold by adjusting the
dual SH2 domains to engage two phospho-Tyr motifs onproperties of individual sites.
its targets [13]. Cooperativity in each of these situationsConclusions: The allovalency model suggests that a
arises from the increase in free energy summed overpreviously undescribed mechanism may underlie cer-
two or more discrete binding interactions and a resultanttain cooperative interactions. The widespread occur-
multiplicative increase in overall binding affinity.rence of flexible polyvalent ligands in biological systems
Intrinsically disordered domains often play importantsuggests that this principle may be broadly applicable.
roles in biological responses, particularly in cell signal-
ing and regulation. It has been estimated that as many
Introduction as 30% of proteins in eukaryotes consist of at least in
part disordered domains while as many as 6% of pro-
Cooperativity is an essential feature of many biochemi- teins in yeast are completely disordered [14]. Many dis-
cal systems [1]. This property, more generally described ordered proteins adopt folded structures upon binding
as ultrasensitivity by Goldbeter and Koshland [2–4], fil- to targets [15]. Lack of structure in an unbound state
ters out low levels of noise and yields a maximal re- may have functional advantages such as the ability to
sponse over a narrow range of stimulus. Elaborate as- bind several targets (sometimes called one-to-many sig-
semblies of ultrasensitive elements in combination with naling), thermodynamic control of binding, rapid recy-
feedback loops may underlie all-or-none biological re- cling of excess protein, and inducibility through mecha-
nisms such as phosphorylation [16]. It is conventional
to think of cooperativity in this context as a result of the*Correspondence: pklein@foxrunlp.com
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simultaneous binding of several sites on the ligand to more generally n, phosphorylation-dependent interac-
tion sites (generically termed ligand or L sites) arrangedseveral corresponding sites on the receptor. However,
another possible mechanism, namely, the cooperative on a fully flexible linear molecule, like beads on a string.
To model the simplest possible interaction scenario, webinding of a polyvalent ligand that is intrinsically disor-
dered to a single receptor with a single binding site, has assume that only a single ligand site on any given Sic1
molecule can interact with the single binding site onnot been examined in detail, nor to our knowledge has
a detailed theoretical framework for the properties of Cdc4 (generically termed the receptor or R site) at any
given time. Each ligand site is assumed to bind the singlesuch interactions been described.
Recent analysis of the yeast cell cycle has revealed receptor site with the same on and off rates, termed k1
and k1, respectively. We consider each ligand to alwaysa protein-protein interaction that exhibits apparent co-
operative effects, namely, the binding of multiply phos- be in one of two states: either inside an imagined sphere
of suitably chosen radius r centered on the one receptorphorylated forms of the cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK)
inhibitor Sic1 to the F box protein Cdc4 [17]. At the point binding site, or outside any such sphere. Here, the term
state is used in the general sense of stochastic pro-of cell cycle commitment in late G1 phase (Start), G1
forms of CDK activity phosphorylate Sic1 and thereby cesses, not in the sense of thermodynamics; thus, we
do not assume that there is a free energy differentialtarget it for ubiquitination by the SCFCdc4 complex and
subsequent rapid degradation by the 26 S proteasome between the exterior and the interior of the sphere. The
precise value of r is not critical, as we show, but is[18–20]. Elimination of Sic1 liberates S phase CDK activi-
ties necessary for the initiation of DNA replication [21]. chosen to correspond to the estimated mean square
end-to-end distance of the ligand molecule. The stateUnlike characterized phosphorylation-dependent pro-
tein interactions, in which a single phosphorylated resi- in which the ligand is inside the sphere centered on the
receptor is further divided into two substates; in thedue forms a high-affinity binding epitope for a dedicated
recognition domain [22], the mechanism of phospho- first, denoted B  Bound, one of the multiple ligand
sites is bound to the one receptor site, in the other, P Sic1 recognition by Cdc4 requires phosphorylation of
Sic1 on at least six of its nine possible CDK phosphoryla- Proximate, none of the sites are bound. The second
state described above is called F  Free (Figures 1Ation sites, termed Cdc4 Phospho-Degron (CPD) sites
[17]. Intriguingly, the phosphorylation dependence of and 1B). In state P, the various ligand binding sites are
considered to be moving independently of each other,the Sic1-Cdc4 interaction is highly nonlinear. That is,
when Sic1 is phosphorylated on five or fewer sites, little each one free to bind to the site on the receptor, and
are constrained only by the requirement that all sitesor no binding occurs, whereas when six or more sites
are phosphorylated, maximal binding occurs. The re- remain in the sphere until the whole ligand transitions
to the F state. We also assume that each entry into statequirement for phosphorylation on six sites may render
the forward reaction dependent on the sixth order of P occurs at the center of the sphere, so that a ligand
that rebinds to the receptor is “recentered” prior to reen-kinase concentration, which in turn may confer switch-
like onset of DNA replication [4, 17]. Experimental evi- tering the P state. We ignore any potential reduction in
entropy during binding to the receptor and assume thatdence suggests that the apparent cooperativity in the
Sic1-Cdc4 interaction is neither due to multiple binding diffusion is of a simple Smolukowski type without contri-
butions from electrostatic or desolvation effects. Thus,sites on Cdc4 [23] nor to allosteric changes in Sic1,
which completely lacks secondary structural elements all unoccupied spheres are encountered by ligand mole-
cules at the diffusion rate. The cluster of n sites on a([17], W.-Y. Choy and J. Forman-Kay, personal commu-
nication). It is also unlikely that either the MWC or the ligand in the P state will be considered a solution of
local molar concentration n/NA  (4r3/3  103) mol L1,KNF molecular model of cooperativity is applicable [8,
10], since the size of the SCFCdc4 complex probably pre- where NA is Avogadro’s number and r is in meters. The
mean-square end-to-end distance for a random-coilcludes simultaneous binding of more than one Cdc4
molecule to Sic1 and since the structure of Cdc4 is not polymer is given as Nl2, where N and l are the number
and length of residues, respectively [24]. In the instancealtered upon ligand engagement [23]. Thus, the known
mechanisms that might account for cooperativity ap- of Sic1, the sufficient N-terminal targeting region of 90
residues contains seven CDK sites [18], six of whichpear not to operate in this case. In order to provide a
must be phosphorylated for Cdc4 binding to be detectedpossible explanation for the cooperative transition in
[17]. Setting N  90 and l  3.5 A˚ for a fully extendedSic1 recognition by Cdc4, we have developed a general
amino acid residue yields an estimated mean end-to-mathematical model to account for the properties of an
end distance of approximately 33 A˚. Using r  35 A˚ andinteraction between a disordered polyvalent ligand and
n  7, the local molar concentration of binding sites fora single-site receptor.
each Sic1 molecule is 6.47  102 mol L1. We use the
value 5  1011 m2 s1 for the diffusion coefficient of
Results both ligand and receptor. The hydrodynamic radius of a
disordered 130 residue fragment of a fibronectin binding
Assumptions protein has been given as 26.2 A˚ [25]. This value can
In order to mathematically model the Sic1-Cdc4 interac- be used in the Stokes-Einstein formula to calculate a
tion, we make a number of simplifying assumptions, diffusion coefficient of 8.4  1011 m2 s1 in water. It is
which also serve to make the analysis applicable to any conceivable that the addition of phosphate groups to
flexible, polyvalent ligand that interacts with a single Sic1 add measurably to the hydrodynamic radius and
that “molecular crowding” might reduce the diffusionbinding site. We represent Sic1 as a cluster of nine, or
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Figure 1. Principle of Allovalent Interactions
(A) A diagram of the three states (B  Bound, P  Proximate, and F  Free), transitions between each state, and their respective rate
constants.
(B) A cartoon representation of the transition from a bound state to the proximate state defined by radius  r and either back to a second
bound state or escape to the free state outside of radius  r.
coefficient three- to ten-fold compared to its value in while the two others, kon and kesc, do and are denoted
kon(n) and kesc(n), where n is the number of binding siteswater [26].
(however, for simplicity, we allow n to vary continuously).
For kon, this is straightforward (Equation 3b); we willThe Model
To model the dynamics of the ligand-receptor Sic1- discuss in detail how kesc(n) varies with n. We emphasize
that this dependence on n is a key distinguishing featureCdc4 interaction, we assume that the transitions in the
reaction diagram (Figure 1A) follow simple rate laws of the model. The rate constants koff and kon can be
written:(Equations 1a–1d). We use the standard steady-state
assumption to derive an expression for the association
koff  k1 (3a)constant Ka(n) as a function of the number of ligand
binding sites, n. The four individual state transitions in kon(n)  n  kon(1) 
the model are described by:
n  k1/(NA  4r3/3  103) 
velocityB→P  koff [B] (1a)
n  k1  9.246  103, (3b)
velocityP→B  kon [P] (1b)
velocityP→F  kesc [P] (1c)
where k1 and k1 are the off and on rates, respectively,
velocityF→P  kcap [Lf][Rf] (1d) for a single binding site. A note about units: k1 and kcap
are second-order reactions with units mol1 L s1, whileHere, [R] and [L] are the total concentration of receptor
k1, koff, kon(n), and kesc(n) are all first-order reactions with(Cdc4) and ligand (Sic1), respectively, while [Rf] and [Lf] units s1.denote the concentration of free receptor and ligand,
respectively, and satisfy:
The Source of Nonlinearity
[Rf]  [R]  [B]  [P] (2a) In the above model, kon varies linearly with n, the number
of sites (Equation 3b), while koff is independent of n[Lf]  [L]  [B] [P]. (2b) (Equation 3a); so, to explain the nonlinearity of binding,
we consider the rates at which the ligand enters andWe compute the local concentration of Sic1 in the P
state (r  35 A˚) as 1/(NA  4r3/3  103)  9.246  103 exits the sphere around the receptor, as described by
kesc and kcap. Since the ligand comes into contact withmol L1. Of the four rate constants in (Equations 1a–1d),
two, koff and kcap, do not depend on the number of sites, the receptor through diffusion, we set kcap equal to the
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rate derived for a diffusion-controlled reaction [27]:
kcap  4r(D  DR)NA, (4)
where D and DR are the diffusion coefficients for the
ligand and the receptor, respectively, and NA is Avo-
gadro’s number. We note that this rate depends primar-
ily on hydrodynamic properties of the ligand and recep-
tor, and therefore it is assumed to be independent of
the parameter n. In contrast, we show that kesc varies
with n in an exponential fashion. It is important to under-
stand that this does not mean that ligands diffuse slower
out of P for increasing n, rather it is a consequence of
the increased probability of rebinding to the receptor
prior to leaving the sphere. We also note that it might
seem contradictory that kesc depends on n while kcap
does not, since balance of mass requires that in a steady
state the right sides of Equations 1c and 1d are equal.
However, since the concentrations [P], [Lf ], and [Rf] all
are free to vary with n, there is no paradox.
Velocities of first-order reactions depend only on the
concentration of the initial reactant. This is typically
thought to mean that any one molecule in the reactant
state has the same probability as any other to transition
to the product state. The reaction described in Equation
1c differs in the important respect that not all members
of the state P are equally likely to transition to the F
state. The longer a ligand has been in the P state, the
more likely it is that the molecule will have had time to
partially diffuse away from the immediate neighborhood
of the binding site on the receptor and thus increase its
chance of an escape from its former binding partner
altogether. Thus, if rebinding to the receptor is rapid,
there is less opportunity for the ligand to diffuse out of
the P state. In terms of rate constants, kesc (n) increases
with the mean time to rebinding, or 1/kon(n), i.e., kesc(n)
varies inversely with n. We next show that kesc(n) declines
as the exponential of negative n, i.e., kesc(n)  Cecn.
This exponential property is sufficient to account for the
cooperative nature of the binding curve.
Figure 2. Probability Distributions of Transitions between the P and
B StatesProperties and Derivation of kesc
(A) For the P to B transition with p(t)  konexp(kont) and kon  107,The mean time for a particle diffusing with coefficient D
mean  100 ns.to exit from a sphere of radius r centered at the particle’s
(B) For the P to B transition with p(t)  konexp(kont) and kon  108,original position [28, 29] is given by:
mean  10 ns. Note the different scale of the y axes in (A) and (B).
t	  r2/6D. (5)
Substitution of reasonable experimental parameters in it quickly tapers off toward zero. This distribution is
markedly different from the exponential distributionthis equation suggests that in the case of a sphere
around Cdc4, rebinding of Sic1 will occur much more used to model the P→ B transition, in which the proba-
bility per unit time of transition is at a maximum at timequickly than diffusion away from the sphere (Figures 2
and 3). The critical variable to explain the ultrasensitive zero, after which it quickly tapers off (Figures 2A and
2B). It is the relationship between these two qualitativelyproperty of the rebinding transition is the distribution of
time to first exit for a diffusion process, termed the “first different frequency distributions that causes kesc to de-
pend on kon(n).exit time.” We derive an expression for kesc through the
use of the Laplace transform and Bessel functions. Consider the Brownian motion originating at the cen-
ter of a sphere of radius r at time 0 with diffusion coeffi-There is to our knowledge no explicit formula for the
first exit time from a three-dimensional sphere, but it is cient D. We use this process to model the time for a
ligand to exit the sphere. Denote by f(
)  f(r, 
) theclear that the general shape of this distribution should
be similar to the one-dimensional first exit time for which frequency distribution of time until first exit from the
sphere of such a motion. Because r is fixed, it can bethere exists an exact formula (Figure 3). Exit from the
sphere is a highly unlikely event for short time periods, suppressed. Let φ(
) be the “survivor” function associ-
ated with f, i.e.,but the frequency then rises to maximum, after which
Cooperative Interactions of Polyvalent Ligands
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Figure 3. Time to First Exit
Time to first exit through a one-sided barrier for a diffusion process
in one dimension:
p(t)  r/√2t3 exp(r2/2t).
φ(
)  1  


0
f(y)dy  
∞


f(y)dy.
φ(
) thus represents the probability for a diffusing parti-
cle to remain within a sphere of radius r around its point
of origination throughout time 
. For the ligand to have
a reasonable probability to exit the sphere, it must oc-
cupy the P state for a certain time period. Whether or
not a transition from P to F will take place during a small
time interval, t depends not only on the length of the
Figure 4. kesc Varies Exponentially with n for a Range of Values for k1time interval t, but also on how long the state P has
(A) Approximation of kesc. The curve shown is forbeen occupied. In particular, the P→ F transition is non-
Markovian.
kesc(n)  kon 
1
I1/2(rkonD )21/2(3/2)
(rkonD )1/2
 1
(B.19)To describe the rate of escape from the state P, we
introduce the probability density of “ages” for a ligand
in state P, termed at(
). The variable 
, ranging from 0
to ∞, will be used to denote the age of the ligand, while
t will denote the current time in the system. Specifically,
as compared to the approximation (7) e(n)  exp(kon(n)/35)/ forat(
) is the fraction of all ligands in P at time t that entered
r  35 A˚, D  5  1011 m2/s,   40.8 ns, and k1  3  109 s1;P at time t  
 and remained in P until time t (i.e., is of
kon(1)  2.77  107.age 
). We then assume that the system is in a steady (B) Sensitivity of kesc to k1 for r  35 A˚, D  5  1011 m2/s, and  
state and set at(
)  a(
) for all values of t. By definition, 40.8 ns.
the concentration of ligands in P with ages in the interval
[
, 

] is a(
)
[P]. In Appendix A (see the Supplemen-
tal Data available with this article online), we derive: where I1/2 is the modified Bessel function of the first
kind of order 1/2 and  is the gamma function (see the
kesc  
∞
0
a(
)f(
)
φ(
)
d
. (6) Supplemental Data). To see that this is essentially an
exponential function, we compare this expression for
kesc(n) to the expression in (Figure 4A):The probability density f(
) depends on the diffusion
constant D, but not on the number of ligand sites, n.
kesc (n) 
exp(kon(n)/35)

, (7)The sensitivity of kesc to n thus comes solely from a(
). We
then derive a differential equation (A.6) (see Appendix A)
satisfied by a(
). In Appendix B (see the Supplemental
Data), we use these results to derive an exact expression where   r2/6D or the mean exit time. Equation B.19
for kesc: shows that the escape rate depends on the on rate and
the ratio of the on rate to the diffusion coefficient of the
kesc  kon 
1
I1/2(rkonD )21/2(3/2)
(rkonD )1/2
 1
, (B.19) ligand.
Ka — The Apparent Association Constant
We now derive an expression for the apparent associa-
tion constant as a function of n and demonstrate that
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under reasonable experimental parameters, this expres- Thus, Sic1 appears to spend on average at least 2–3
orders of magnitude longer time periods in state B thansion can produce an ultrasensitive response. In a steady
state, the concentrations of the B, P, and F states are in state P, and whether one uses [B] or [B]  [P] in
Equation 10 as the concentration of bound ligand, theconstant, and we can write the two equations:
result should be similar. A calculation of kcap  4  r
d[P]/dt  koff [B]  kon[P]  (D  DR) NA gives the estimate 2.65  106 m3 mol1 s1
or 2.65  109 mol1 L s1 (D and DR are both 5  1011kesc[P]  kcap [Lf][Rf]  0
m2 s1, r  35 A˚). To determine a reasonable value for
d[B]/dt  kon[P]  koff[B]  0. (8) the rate constants kesc(1), we require that for n  1 the
model summarized in Equation 9 coincides with the
standard model for equilibrium binding. We thus requireFrom these, we deduce an expression for the associa-
that (1  1  kon(1)/koff)kcap/kesc(1)  1/Kd(1) or kesc(1) tion constant of complex formation:
(1  kon(1)/koff)kcap  Kd(1)  (1  92.46)  2.65  109 
Ka  ([B]  [P])/([Lf][Rf])  104  2.48  107 s1. Here, we make the assumption
that Sic1 with one ligand site has the same equilibrium(1  kon/koff)kcap/kesc (mol1L). (9)
constant as a peptide fragment.
We note that this constant represents a kinetic equilib- We now compare this value for kesc(1) to expression
rium in that the concentrations of states are constant (Equation B.19). Using Equations 3b, B.19, a range for
but not necessarily in thermodynamic equilibrium. From k1 of 107–1011 mol1 L s1, r  35 A˚, and D  5  1011,
our previous discussion, we can conclude that Ka  we can derive values for kesc (Figure 4B). Importantly,
Cnen. for the question of ultrasensitivity, when k1 lies between
In order to find an expression for the fraction bound 108 and 1010, the model expression for kesc(n) is highly
ligand, we combine the first part of Equation 9 with sensitive to n. It is also noteworthy that kesc(n) is only
Equation 2b and derive the expression: sensitive to the value of k1 inside this range; it is equal
to the unconstrained diffusion rate when k1 is less than
% Bound ligand  ([B]  [P])/[L]  108 and equal to 0 for a k1 greater than 1010. There is
good agreement between the asymptotic value of kesc(1)[Rf]/(1/Ka  [Rf]) 
calculated by using Equation B.19 with the previously
derived value.1
1 
1
Ka[Rf]
. (10)
In the absence of experimentally determined values,
the critical question of how the transition for Sic1 binding
to Cdc4 is set at between five and six sites cannot be
We note that we have defined a ligand in state P as still definitely answered. However, it is possible to make
being “bound” to the receptor. It is debatable whether further assumptions in order to model this curve. Assum-
detection of binding both in vitro and in vivo is sensitive ing a reasonable on rate for one site, kon(1)  5.54 
enough to discriminate between P and B. In any case, 107, corresponding to k1  6  109 and a concentration
replacing [B] [P] with [B] in Equation 10 does not alter of receptor in excess, [Cdc4]  [ R]  [Rf]  1 M,
the model materially. Because Ka increases exponen- Equation B.19 together with Equation 10 generates the
tially with n, the ligand binding response is rendered curve shown in (Figure 5A), which indicates a switch-
ultrasensitive with respect to the number of sites on the like property at 4–6 ligand sites. The position of the
ligand. We emphasize that ultrasensitivity can also arise switch is quite sensitive to the concentration of free
if Ka increases only as a convex function of n, for in- Cdc4 (i.e., [Rf]); in fact, it is obvious from Equation 10
stance, as a power of n. Although cooperativity from that 50% binding occurs when Ka(n)  1/[Rf].
this type of dependence necessarily has a lower Hill
coefficient, the overall approach can nevertheless be Sensitivity to Choice of Parameters
expanded to include a wider class of interactions, such The parameters r and kon play a prominent role, but
as those in which motion of the individual ligand site is are difficult to assign precise values to, either through
more restricted. theoretical analysis or experimental data. It is therefore
important to ask to what extent our analysis is sensitive
Parameters Derived from Experiments to the specific estimates of these parameters. An in-
We now apply the general model derived above (Equa- crease in the value of r decreases the local concentration
tion 9) to the Sic1-Cdc4 interaction, which shows a sharp of binding sites but also increases the length of time a
inflection between five and six phosphorylation sites. A ligand stays inside the sphere. As these two effects tend
reasonable estimate for the average value of the dissoci- to counteract each other, the outcome is not heavily
ation constant Kd  k1/k1 for each individual CPD site influenced by the choice of r, as can be seen through
in Sic1 is 100 M [17]. From Equations 3a and 3b, we comparison of Figures 5A–5C. In contrast, the analysis
get kon(1)/koff  9.246  103  k1/k1  9.246  103 is very sensitive to the choice of kon(1), assuming a con-
mol L1  104 mol1 L  92.46. Note that this number, stant ratio kon(1)/koff and D. For instance, a decrease of
in contrast to Kd, represents an equilibrium of a first- kon(1) by only a factor of three effectively eliminates the
order reaction, B ↔ P, and thus is dimensionless. This ultrasensitive response (Figure 5D). However, it is readily
value suggests that the rate for P → B is two orders of deduced from Equations 4, B.19, and 9 that it is the
magnitudes larger than that for B → P in the case of ratio kon(1)/D that matters. A critical test of the model
one ligand site (i.e., an individual CPD site) and three therefore depends on the experimental determination of
kon and D.orders of magnitude in the case of seven ligand sites.
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Figure 5. Cooperative Binding Curves for Allovalent Interactions over a Range of Parameter Values
(A) Cdc4 present in excess (1 M) with r  35 A˚,   4.08  108 s, kon(1)/koff  92.46, kcap 2.65  109 M1 s1, k1  6  109 M1 s1, kon(1) 
5.54  107 s1. A Hill plot with a coefficient of 2.9 and S50  4.7 is shown for comparison.
(B) Cdc4 present in excess (1 M) with r  25A˚,   2.08  108 s, kon(1)/koff  253.7, kcap  1.89  109 M1 s1, k1  6  109 M1 s1, kon(1) 
1.52  108 s1. A Hill plot with a coefficient of 3.2 and S50  3.7 is shown for comparison.
(C) Cdc4 present in excess (1 M) with r  45A˚,   6.75  108 s, kon(1)/koff  43.50, kcap  3.41  109 M1 s1, k1  6  109 M1 s1, kon(1) 
2.62  107 s1. A Hill plot with a coefficient of 4.0 and S50  6.0 is shown for comparison.
(D) Cdc4 present in excess (1 M) with r  35A˚,   4.08  108 s, kon(1)/koff  92.46, kcap  2.65  109 M1 s1, k1  2.0  109 M1 s1,
kon(1)  1.85  107 s1. A Hill plot with a coefficient 3.0 and S50  10.0 is shown for comparison.
Discussion definitive values for r, k1, and k1 in the Sic1-Cdc4 inter-
action.
We have developed a general mathematical model that An important assumption in the above analysis is that
describes the interaction between a polyvalent disor- binding sites on the polyvalent ligand move indepen-
dered ligand and a single receptor site. We refer to this dently of each other and thus have ready access to the
type of interaction as allovalent to reflect the fact that receptor binding site in the proximate state. This feature
a binding site may be contributed from any one of nu- is probably close to the actual situation for completely
unstructured molecules such as Sic1. If the hydrody-merous locations within the ligand at any given moment.
The allovalent model provides a basis for understanding namic radius of Sic1 is approximately 30 A˚ and the
hydrodynamic radius of a single binding site is one-the complex phosphorylation-dependent interaction be-
tween the CDK inhibitor Sic1 and its cognate targeting tenth of that, or 3 A˚, then according to the Stoke-Einstein
equation, the diffusion coefficient of the fragment wouldsubunit Cdc4 [17]. Perhaps counter to intuition, allova-
lent interactions are predicted to show a cooperative be one-tenth of that of the full protein. This would trans-
late into a relative mean traversed distance differencedependence on the number of interaction sites in the
ligand, without the need to invoke thermodynamic con- of 101/2, or about 3-fold, for an individual site compared
to that of a protein. Thus, an individual site can in princi-cepts such as incremental increases in enthalpy or en-
tropy that might in principle occur as more ligand sites ple diffuse from the center to the periphery, back to the
center, and then back out to the periphery while the fullare added. Substitution of reasonable values for the
critical parameters in the Sic1-Cdc4 interaction yields protein diffuses out of the sphere.
The question of whether the model can be extendeda cooperative binding curve (Figure 5A) that fits well
with existing qualitative binding data for Sic1 [17]. To to systems with more constraints is hard to answer at
this point. For example, in a globular protein with multi-critically test the model, it will be necessary to assign
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ple binding sites on its surface, the additional rotation tribute to cooperative dependence on the extent of Sic1
phosphorylation [23]. However, this argument is under-for diffusion-limited access might substantially de-
mined by the fact that elimination of basic residues adja-crease kon and thereby limit or even eliminate potential
cent to the CPD binding site on the surface of Cdc4cooperative effects. In addition, the rebinding probabil-
increases rather than decreases relative affinity [23].ity might be expected to conform less with the exponen-
Moreover, the role of electrostatic interactions in recruit-tial distribution. In particular, the unstructured nature of
ment and/or activation of enzyme substrates, termedSic1 may be critical for its cooperative interactions with
the “Circe effect,” is contentious at best [30].Cdc4. On the other hand, as discussed, it is possible to
A second possible thermodynamic contribution mighthave a switch-like response even if the escape rate, kesc,
arise from the greater entropy of the cumulative bounddeclines slower than exponentially. This possibility may
states, as opposed to a single highly constrained boundbe open to experimental test through construction of
state. The attendant lower entropic penalty for the col-conformationally constrained substrates for Cdc4. An-
lection of bound states would increase the free energyother related question is what effect possible con-
of the binding reaction. Although difficult to estimatestraints on independent motion of the sites, as imposed
precisely, it is a priori expected that the entropy of theby the polypeptide backbone, would have on the conclu-
system will increase only as the logarithm of the numbersion of the model. As such constraints would tend to
of possible conformations, such that there is no expo-restrict the volume that any neighboring site could oc-
nential gain in binding affinity as the number of bindingcupy, the rebinding rate would increase to further reduce
sites is increased. If W is the total number of conforma-the escape rate and render dependence on n even more
tions that a ligand can take with a specific site boundswitch like. A final potentially critical assumption is that
to the receptor, then when another site on the samethe ligand is recentered in the sphere upon entering the
ligand binds to the receptor, one would reasonably ex-P state. It is likely that some degree of recentering arises
pect the number of conformations not to differ muchfrom electrostatic interactions between Cdc4 and Sic1
from W. Thus, the total number of conformations would[23], random walk constraints, and molecular crowding
be approximately nW. In terms of partition functionseffects [26]. Although recentering is probably incom-
(p.f.), if Q   exp (Ei/kT) is the p.f. for a peptide withplete, the qualitative conclusions of our model do not
one binding site, then the corresponding p.f. for n sitesdepend critically on the first exit time value. That is, if
would be Qn  n  exp (Ei/kT)  nQ. Since S variesthe time to exit from P is of a certain uniform positive
as logW (and logQ), one would expect S to vary as log
duration, then kesc will increase exponentially. n, and therefore the entropic contribution to the Gibbs
In addition to the inherent propensity of a polyvalent
energy should also vary as log n. Based on these argu-
ligand-single receptor interaction to generate a cooper- ments, it seems unlikely that the observed cooperativity
ative binding curve, other mechanisms may also contrib- is dictated by minor additive enthalpic or entropic contri-
ute to the step-like transition of the Sic1-Cdc4 binding butions. Precise thermodynamic measurements will be
curve that occurs between five and six phosphorylation needed to validate such arguments.
sites. An obvious possibility is that binding of Sic1 might Polyvalent interactions occur in many biological con-
involve simultaneous interaction with Cdc4 at two or texts, including antibody-antigen interactions, host-
more distinct sites. That is, Cdc4 might possess one or pathogen interactions, cell adhesion, and transcription
more secondary phosphopeptide binding sites in addi- complex assembly on DNA [1]. All of these interactions
tion to the primary site. Although recent structural analy- may be in part governed by allovalent effects to a greater
sis of a Cdc4-CPD phosphopeptide complex indicates or lesser extent. For example, polyvalent ligands are
only a single CPD binding pocket [23], even extremely prevalent in cellular adhesion to the extracellular matrix,
weak sites would contribute to binding affinity in a coop- such that high local concentrations of weak binding sites
erative manner because an additive change in free en- might engender high-affinity interactions [31]. Indeed,
ergy of the interaction would result in an exponential the enhanced apparent binding affinity of leukocytes to
change in the association constant. One difficulty with substratum by convective flow has recently been mod-
this possibility is that given an approximate Kd of 100 eled by using a first passage time approach [32]. It is also
M for a single phosphodegron [17], even a secondary possible that analogous kinetic effects may facilitate
site with a Kd on the order of only 1 mM would be cooperative interactions within one- and two-dimen-
predicted to yield an overall Kd of 0.1 M if two ligand sional systems, such as between transcriptional regula-
sites were engaged, since the overall Kd increases multi- tors and multiple elements along promoter DNA se-
plicatively. In contrast, binding is not evident until six quences [33] or between monovalent lipid binding
ligand sites are present [17]. To explain this effect in domains with their cognate lipid ligands in membrane
purely thermodynamic terms would require six interac- compartments [34]. Although there have been many the-
tion sites with an average Kd of 0.1 M, an interaction oretical investigations of how ligands bind either one-
which in reality is so weak that it cannot be discerned or two-dimensional targets, in such models, the ligand
from nonspecific interactions. For similar reasons, pos- reacts with multiple receptors over a large target area
sible contributions from dimerization or multimerization (see [35] and references therein). The analysis reported
of the Cdc4 complex seem unlikely to produce the ob- here differs substantially in both assumptions, i.e., the
served high degree of cooperativity [17, 23]. It is also ligand bears unconstrained, uncorrelated multiple sites
conceivable that nonspecific electrostatic interactions that access a single binding site, not multiple binding
between the negatively charged phosphorylated resi- sites, and in terms of mathematical form, a first passage
dues on Sic1 and an extensive region of positive electro- time analysis is used, as opposed to solution of differen-
tial equations that describe ligand encounter rates [35].static potential around the CPD binding site might con-
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kinase cascade can convert graded inputs into switch-like out-Finally, in the context of cell regulation, we note that
puts. Trends Biochem. Sci. 21, 460–466.many protein-protein interactions are controlled by
5. Ferrell, J.E., and Machleder, E.M. (1998). The biochemical basismodification on multiple sites, whether via phosphoryla-
of an all-or-none cell fate switch in Xenopus oocytes. Science
tion, acetylation, methylation, ubiquitination, or other 280, 895–898.
modifications [36, 37]. Yet often a single controlling 6. Tyson, J.J., Chen, K.C., and Novak, B. (2003). Sniffers, buzzers,
toggles and blinkers: dynamics of regulatory and signaling path-modification site cannot be defined, nor are potential
ways in the cell. Curr. Opin. Cell Biol. 15, 221–223.minor contributions from other sites properly assessed
7. Ferrell, J.E. (2002). Self-perpetuating states in signal transduc-[38]. For example, although the interaction of mamma-
tion: positive feedback, double-negative feedback and bistabil-lian cyclin E with its cognate F box protein hCdc4 has
ity. Curr. Opin. Cell Biol. 14, 140–148.
long been known to depend on a dominant phosphoryla- 8. Hammes, G.G. (2000). Thermodynamics and Kinetics for the
tion site, T380, contributions from several other sites Biological Sciences (New York: John Wiley & Sons).
9. Klotz, I.M. (1997). Ligand-Receptor Energetics (New York: Johnhave recently been discovered [39, 40]. Analogous effects
Wiley & Sons).may also occur for phosphorylation-dependent degrada-
10. Koshland, D.E. (1996). The structural basis of negative coop-tion of the CDK inhibitor p27Kip1 by the SCFSkp2 ubiquitin
erativity: receptors and enzymes. Curr. Opin. Struct. Biol. 6,ligase [41] and for substrates of the SCF-TrCP/Slimb ubiqui- 757–761.
tin ligase [42]; this suggests that cooperative effects 11. Mitchison, T.J. (1995). Evolution of a dynamic cytoskeleton.
in substrate recognition may be a theme in regulated Philos. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B Biol. Sci. 349, 299–304.
12. Yaffe, M.B., and Elia, A.E. (2001). Phosphoserine/threonine-proteolysis.
binding domains. Curr. Opin. Cell Biol. 13, 131–138.
13. Eck, M.J., Pluskey, S., Trub, T., Harrison, S.C., and Shoelson,Conclusions
S.E. (1996). Spatial constraints on the recognition of phospho-
A previously undescribed mode of cooperativity, termed proteins by the tandem SH2 domains of the phosphatase SH-
allovalency, is developed from kinetic principles and the PTP2. Nature 379, 277–280.
14. Dunker, A.K., Lawson, J.D., Brown, C.J., Williams, R.M., Ro-concept of first exit time. Unlike conventional thermody-
mero, P., Oh, J.S., Oldfield, C.J., Campen, A.M., Ratliff, C.M.,namic approaches, the model is able to account for the
Hipps, K.W., et al. (2001). Intrinsically disordered protein. J. Mol.experimentally observed cooperative dependence on
Graph. Model. 19, 26–59.
the number of phosphorylated sites of Sic1 in its interac- 15. Dyson, H.J., and Wright, P.E. (2002). Coupling of folding and
tion with a single phospho-epitope binding site on Cdc4. binding for unstructured proteins. Curr. Opin. Struct. Biol. 12,
The first exit time approach may allow a description of 54–60.
16. Wright, P.E., and Dyson, H.J. (1999). Intrinsically unstructuredallovalent interactions in numerous biological pro-
proteins: re-assessing the protein structure-function paradigm.cesses.
J. Mol. Biol. 293, 321–331.
17. Nash, P., Tang, X., Orlicky, S., Chen, Q., Gertler, F.B., Menden-Supplemental Data
hall, M.D., Sicheri, F., Pawson, T., and Tyers, M. (2001). MultisiteIn the Supplemental Data, we derive an analytical expression for
phosphorylation of a CDK inhibitor sets a threshold for the onsetkesc in terms of the Laplace transform of the first exit time, thereby of DNA replication. Nature 414, 514–521.enabling us to produce a formula that can be used for computation.
18. Verma, R., Annan, R.S., Huddleston, M.J., Carr, S.A., Reynard,Supplemental Data are available at http://www.current-biology.
G., and Deshaies, R.J. (1997). Phosphorylation of Sic1p by G1com/cgi/content/full/13/19/1669/DC1/.
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